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Interactions of ECS and a light-dark cycle
on one-way avoidance learning in rats
MICHAEL J. PREWETT and ROGER K. THOMAS
University of Georgia, Athens, GeorgiLL 30601
After 56 days on a light-dark cycle, male Sprague-Dawley rats, 90 to 120 days old, received either ECS
or sham ECS 4 or 24 h prior to training during the light or the dark phase of the cycle in one-way active
avoidance. These variables interacted significantly to affect both errors and trials to criterion; however,
principal consideration is given the errors data. The EC8-4-Dark group had significantly greater mean
errors than all other groups (15.5 error p<.005), except the Sham-ECS-24-Light group, and the
ECS-24-Dark group had significantly fewer mean errors than five of the other seven groups (6.2 errors;
p <.005). The findings were interpreted in terms of the evidence that ECS and light-dark cycles affect
brain acetylcholine and Deutsch's hypothesis (1971) that too much or too little ACh activity may impair
retention; this has been shown by Davis (1972) to be applicable to acquisition of one-way avoidance.

The present study combines two variables which have
been shown to influence learning, namely, light-dark
cycles and the administration of ECS .prior to learning.
For example, Stroebel (1967) reported more rapid
acquisition and extinction of a conditioned emotional
response by a group of rats which were trained at the
same time each day (within 2 h of the onset of dark in a
light-dark cycle) compared to a group trained at random
times. Stephens, McGaugh, and Alpern (1967) reported
better retention in mice trained and tested on passive
avoidance in the dark phase of a light-dark cycle.
Further, they reported greater amnesic effects of ECS
administered following training in the dark phase than in
the light phase.
Gibbs and Mark (1973) reviewed 12 studies in which
ECS was given to the animals prior to training. Various
levels of performance have. been reported, apparently
depending on differences in the tasks, numbers of ECS
administrations, and times of ECS administration prior
to training. A study by Davis (1972; not reviewed by
Gibbs and Marks) is most related to the present work.
Davis gave one ECS per rat to independent groups either
96, ·48, 24, 12, or 4 h prior to one-way active avoidance
training. Compared to a non-ECS control group, which
had a mean of 21.4 trials to criterion, the ECS groups, in
the order listed above, had means of 21.8, 27.2, 17.9,
15 .0, and 19.1 trials to criterion. The 12-h group (15 .0)
and the 48-h group (27 .2) differed significantly from
controls.
The present work used eight independent groups. A
given group was trained either in the dark or in the light
phase of an established light-dark cycle, either 4 or 24 h
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after receiving either an ECS or a sham ECS (SECS).
METHOD
Animals
The animals were 64 Sprague-Dawley male rats, 90 to 120
days old at the time of the ECS or SECS treatment and
subsequent training. They were caged individually and were
maintained on an ad-lib food and water schedule throughout the
experiment. The animals were established on a light-dark cycle
(light on at 0600, light off at 1800 Dsn for 8 weeks prior to the
beginning of the experimental treatments.
Apparatus
A constant-current ECS device, similar to one described by
Hayes (1948), built by the University of Georgia Electronics
Design and Maintenance Shop, was used. A 35-mA ECS of .5-sec
duration was delivered via bilaterally placed ear clips. SECS animals were treated exactly as the ECS animals except that the ECS
was not actually delivered. Acquisition trials were given in the
two-compartment avoidance apparatus described by Adams and
Lewis (1962). Grason-8tadler electric shock and programming
equipment was used to control the CS and UCS variables in
training.
Procedure
Either 4 or 24 h prior to one-way avoidance training, half the
animals in each time group received ECS and half received SECS.
The animals were further divided such that half the animals in
each of the above treatment combination·s were trained I 'lz to
2 h after the onset of dark and half were trained I '12 to 2 h after
the onset of light with respect to the light-dark cycle (training,
however, was done in a room which was dimly illuminated by
ambient light from the room adjacent. To summarize, a
three-factor design (ECS vs. SECS by 4 h vs. 24 h ·by Dark vs.
Light) was used with eight rats per group.
Training in the avoidance apparatus began with an animal
being placed in the black compartment of the apparatus. When
the door separating the black from a white compartment was
raised, the animal was allowed 5 sec to move from the black to
white compartment. Failure to move to the white side within
5 sec resulted in a 2-mA footshock being delivered to the feet of
the animal via the grid floor. The footshock was terminated
when the rat crossed to the white compartment. The animals
were trained to a criterion of nine successful avoidances in I 0
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EFFECTS OF ECS AND LIGHT-DARK CYCLES ON LEARNING
Table 1
Mean Number of Errors*
Time of ECS or
Sham-ECS Prior
to Training

Dark

Light

ECS

4h
24 h

15.5
6.2

11.0
8.5

Sham-ECS

4h
24 h

9.0
9.9

11.5
12.8

Main
Groups

*Any difference as large as 3.6 is significant at p < .005.
consecutive trials in one session. The intertrial intervals were
from 10 to 15 sec. In addition to trials to criterion, the number
of errori, that is failure to avoid footshock, was determined.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on mean errors, 12 of the 28 comparisons of
mean differences were significant at p < .005. All errors
comparisons may be reconstructed from Table 1. To be
emphasized are the findings that the ECS-4-Dark
combination yielded a significantly larger mean errors
than the remaining groups except for the SECS-24-Light
group, that the SECS-24-Light group had more mean
errors than three other groups, and that the
ECS-24-Dark group had fewer mean errors than five of
the other groups. Significant differences in mean trials to
criterion may be determined from Table 1. Such analysis
will reveal seven significant differences at the .005 alpha
level, with the ECS-4-Dark group requiring more trials to
criterion than five of the remaining groups and the
ECS-24-Dark group requiring fewer trials to criterion
than three groups (including the ECS-4-Dark group).
It is suggested that the errors data are the better
indicators of performance and should be given greater
emphasis. For example, with a criterion of nine
avoidances in 10 consecutive trials, an animal might
make 10 errors and reach criterion in 19 trials, while
another animal might commit 10 errors and require 59
trials to criterion. Therefore, while the data and
statistical analyses for both errors and trials to criterion
will be presented, discussion will be limited to the errors
data.
The analysis of variance for the errors data indicated a
significant hours effect, F(l,56) = 13.31, p < .01, but
there were no significant main effects attributable to the
ECS or light-dark conditions. However, the Hours by
Light-Dark interaction was significant, F(l ,56)= 7.36,
p < .01, the Hours by ECS interaction was significant,
F(t,56) = 27 .40, p < .01, the ECS by Light-Dark
interaction was significant, F(l ,56)= 8.41, p < .01, and
the Hours by Light-Dark by ECS interaction was
significant, F(l,56) = 19.92, p < .01. The mean errors
for each group may be seen in Table 1. Using the least
significant differences test, a mean errors difference
which exceeds 3.6 is significant at p < .005.
The analysis of variance for the trials to criterion data
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indicated a significant hours effect, F( 1,56) = 15.54,
p < .01, but there were no significant main effects
attributable to the ECS or light-dark conditions. The
Hours by ECS interaction ""was significant,
F(1,56) = 12.59, p < .01, and the Hours by Light-Dark
by ECS interaction was significant, F(l ,56)= 5.91,
p < .05. The mean trials to criterion for each group may
be seen in Table 2. The least significant difference test
indicated that any mean difference which exceeds 5.1 is
significant at p < .005.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The present work adds significantly to those studies
reporting the effects of ECS (Davis, 1972; Gibbs &
Mark, 1973) and light-dark cycles (Stephens et al., 1967;
Stroebel, 1967) on learning performances by pointing" to
the varied interactive effects of these variables on
one-way avoidance learning. Using the grand mean errors
(10.6) as a basis for comparison, it may be suggested
that the ECS-24-Dark combination improves acquisition
while the ECS-4-Dark combination impairs acquisition.
It is not possible in the present work to defme for
comparison a "normal" control group, as light-dark was
an independent variable and the non-ECS groups
received the sham-ECS treatment. The light-dark cycle
interacted significantly with the other variables to affect
the acquisition of one-way avoidance. This significant
light-dark effect together with the related fmdings for
conditioned emotional responses (Stroebel, 1967) and
passive avoidance responses (Stephens et al., 1967)
suggests a need for assessing the effects of light-dark
cycles in the specification of "normal" performances in
other experiments; for example, in the present study,
the group which might approximate most closely a
normal control group is the SECS-24-Ught group. Yet,
this group had significantly more errors than the
SECS-4-Dark, the ECS-24-Dark, and the ECS-24-Light
groups as well as significantly fewer errors than the
· ECS-4-Dark group.
One possible theoretical structure with which the
present findings may be interpreted is Deutsch's (e.g.,
1971) acetylcholine (ACh) hypothesis. Briefly, this
hypothesis suggests that too much or too little ACh
activity at the time of retention testing may impair
performance. Davis' (1972) research suggests the
Table 2
Mean Trials to Criterion* ·
Time of ECS or
Sham-ECS Prior
to Training

Dark

Light

ECS

4h
24 h

27.8
16.6

23.9
20.6

Sham-ECS

4h
24 h

20.4
20.6

23.1
21.6

Main
Groups

*Any difference as great as 5.1 is significant at p < .005.
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applicability of the ACh hypothesis to the acquisition of
one-way avoidance.
Both ECS and light-dark cycles have been shown to
affect brain ACh activity. Apparently, direct measures of
ACh activity have been made only up to 2 h post-ECS
(Essman, 1972), but indirect measures support the
suggestion that . ACh activity is above normal but
declining 4, 12, and 24 h post-ECS (Adams, Hoblit, &
Sutker, 1969; Davis, 1972; Davis, Thomas, & Adams,
1971; Wiener, 1970) and has returned to noimal 96 h
post-ECS (Adams et al., 1969; Davis, 1972). At least two
experiments have reported greater ACh activity in the
brains of rats during the dark phase of an established
light-dark cycle (Hanin, Massarelli, & Costa, 1970; Saito,
1971 ).
Considering the ECS and light-dark effects on ACh
activity, it is reasonable to suggest that among our
groups the ECS-4-Dark combination should. produce
the greatest ACh activity and the SECS-~4-Light
combination should produce the least ACh activity.
Deutsch's hypothesis (1971) suggests that too much or
too little ACh activity may impair performance. The
ECS4-Dark group had a significantly greater mean errors
than six of the remaining groups. The SECS-24-Light
group had the second largest mean errors and differed
significantly from three other groups.
While emphasis has been placed on the ACh
hypothesis as possibly providing · the underlying
mechanism to explain the interactive effects on one-way
avoidance learning of ECS, light-dark cy'<les and time of
training following ECS or sham-ECS, it must be noted
that other mechanisms are probably involved or may be
primary. For example, ECS and light-dark cycles affect
other neurotransmitters (Essman, 1972; Scheving,
Harrison, Gordon, & Pauly, 1968). Furthermore, Essman
(1970), who provided much of the data concerning ECS
effects on neurotransmitters, has emphasized the role of
serotonin in memory. Stroebel (1967), who reported
better acquisition of a CER in rats trained in the dark
phase of a light-dark cycle, speculated on the role of
adrenal corticosteroids in discussing his results. Further
research will be necessary before an exact explanation of
the mechanisms underlying the interactive effects of
ECS and light-dark cycles on learning can be confidently
given.
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